
Empowering institutions to improve learning outcomes 

This collaborative learning platform provides an interactive learning environment to help institutes encourage incremental learning 
and improve participant learning outcomes. Powered by a best-in-class Learning Management System (LMS), the learning spaces are 
enriched with a suite of collaboration tools that encourage students to learn from one another in a community structure. 

iON Digital Learning gives students the power to

iON Digital Learning

    Empowers teachers with tools to personalize learning for every student 
    Helps design and host course catalogues and enlist students into learner communities 
    Makes learning immersive using video, audio, PPTs, and other forms of content
    O�ers links to learning material on the web, enabling the learner to dip into the best resources on a subject  
    Facilitates training from industry professionals and subject experts

Learn

    Learners can share their knowledge and resolve doubts using a suite of collaboration tools including forums, blogs, debates, 
      surveys, questions, wikis, and more
    Peer collaboration and competition facilitates more learning and better test outcomes

Collaborate

    Avail of seamless communication between the learner and faculty using a host of tools: calendar, event publishing, and others
    Make announcements and keep learners updated on the latest campus news using banners

Communicate

Feedback

    Conduct assessments after every learning module to help benchmark outcomes
    Provide results and analytics and classify learner groups to undertake remedial interventions for parity in learning
    Provide personalized assessment linked feedback and mentoring for every learner with suggested reading and practice material

Traditional methods of learning suffer from three shortcomings

    A 'one size �ts all' approach to teaching
    Rigid schedules that does not encourage learner parity 
    No regular performance monitoring and reports for timely interventions



Key benefits for institutions:
Improve e�ciency

Deliver exponential value

Integrated organization

    Provide personalized learning spaces that encourage collaboration
    Reduce administrative hassles
    Use intuitive tools to reduce personalization e�orts

    Create best-in-class content repositories leveraging the faculty pool
    Ensure seamless communication with students across campuses

    Use in-built tools for seamless communication between stakeholders
    Share resources across locations

  A collaborative learning platform designed to improve 
    learning outcomes 
  Improved learning in a community based structure
  Based on a best-in-class LMS for course delivery
  Smart Assessment Engine for personalized feedback

  A 'one size �ts all' approach to teaching
  Rigid schedules that does not encourage learner parity 
  No regular performance monitoring and reports for 
    timely interventions

  Create course catalogue and enroll learners online
  Collaborate using tools like blogs, bytes, and wikis
  Enable seamless communication between learners and  
    other stakeholders
  Give personalized feedback with results and analytics 

Learn  |  Collaborate  |  Feedback  |  Communicate 

iON Digital Learning  

Features

Our solution

Bene�ts
  Improves e�ciency    
  Delivers value to all stakeholders 
  Develops an integrated organization

Traditional methods of learning

Follow us on: www.tcsion.com
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